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Abstract

The Revolutions across America and Europe on tort choice of law in conflict of law situations are quite remarkable. They remind us of the progressing voyage of modern societies, legal systems inclusive, in meeting the demands and peculiarities of changing times. In particular, they also speak volume of the pace with which the western bloc is advancing in the practice of conflict of laws. Using the Revolutions as case studies, this paper reveals that the Nigerian experience cannot be said to be at par as it concerns the development of Private International Law. This is reflected in the current position on tort choice of law which favours the common law principle of double actionability. Undeniably, we are miles apart from the current position in America and Europe where conflict rules on tort choice of law have evolved immensely. While conceding that there exists a Nigerian voice on tort choice of law evidenced in Benson v. Ashiru as proof that the problematic of conflict practice is not absolute; the paper diagnoses some factors possibly among others militating against the thriving of conflict practice in Nigeria and, by way of conclusion, articulates a way forward.
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1.0 Introduction

Like many areas of law, Private International Law, also called Conflict of laws, which is generally concerned with civil cases having a foreign element (Fawcett J, Carruthers J & North P. 2008), is evolving to meet the dynamics of modern times. Rigid traditional approaches are giving way for more flexible modern approaches. In line with one of the three major areas covered by the subject, the choice of applicable law with respect to torts has experienced revolutionary trends in the United States (US) and across Europe. In contrast however, the Nigerian position has been inundated by this current trend. This challenge is not unconnected with the slow pace at which conflict of law practice thrives in the country.

Using the American Revolution and the Revolution across Europe on choice of law in tort conflict as case studies, this paper examines the Nigerian perspective. After the introduction, the paper is divided into five sections and a conclusion. The first and second sections deal with the traditional and the modern approaches to choice of law in tort conflict respectively. This is vital because the revolutionary trend in most jurisdictions is basically an adaptation of one, two or more of these approaches. The third section deals with the American Revolution - the theoretical underpinnings, the watershed case of Babcock v Jackson and subsequent decisive cases, the position of the US Supreme Court, the recent approaches adopted by American states and the revolutionary move under the Alien Tort Claims Act of 1789. The fourth section deals with the Revolution across Europe. The fifth section considers the Nigerian experience on tort choice of law. As noted earlier, conflict of law practice in the country is at a slow pace compared to what obtains in Europe and the US and there are possible factors responsible for this, three (3) of which are discussed. The current position on choice of law in tort conflict from the decision in Benson v. Ashiru is also discussed. Further, there is an emerging trend in the Nigerian jurisprudence which tends to sacrifice conflict of law elements on the altar of jurisdiction. The paper will discuss this trend. In conclusion, a way forward is proffered.

2.0 Traditional Approaches

The traditional choice of law methods were more rigid and based on a specific locality or jurisdiction, hence they are called jurisdiction-based rules (Reed, 2001: 870). The two main traditional tort choice of law approach are the *lex fori* and the *lex loci delicti*. The common law approach is a combinative adaptation of these two.

The law of the forum (*lex fori*) theory holds that the applicable law in a tortuous relationship with a foreign element should be no other but the law of the forum court. Its adherents argue that liability for tort is closely affiliated to the fundamental public policy of the forum such that its law should reign supreme (Reed, 2001: 870). Drawing similarity to criminal law, to which certain torts have an affinity, *lex fori* proponents argue that since foreign law
scarcely applied to criminal law, it should also not apply to tort. However, these rationales have been criticized on several grounds. First, there is a distinction between criminal and tort law as each has fundamentally different objectives. Again, the lex fori theory is said to be unduly “facilitative of egregious forum shopping” (Reed, 2001: 871). Most jurisdictions have abandoned the approach because it operates unjustly.

The lex loci delicti theory is the application of the law of the place where the tort was committed. It was the prevailing doctrine on the continent of Western Europe with slight modifications prior to the coming of the Rome II Regulation. It was also the applicable rule in the United States before and during the first part of the twentieth century. Proponents of the lex loci delicti theory stress that it avoids unnecessary forum shopping and leads to certain, uniform, and predictable results (Freund, 1968). However, the theory has faced criticisms among which is the difficulty in arriving at the locus of more complicated tortuous instances as against road accident scenarios around which much analysis on locus is focused (Reed, 2001:873-874).

The common law rule on tort choice of law which developed in England is dualistic. First, where a tort is found to have been committed in England, the common law rule is to the effect that the English courts always apply English law (lex fori). This is the case irrespective of how limited the parties’ connection is with England. However where the tort occurs abroad, the traditional English common law principle is based on the decision in Phillips v. Eyre. This case formed the general rule of double actionability under both the lex fori and the lex loci delicti theories. Lord Justice Willes outlined the procedure plaintiffs needed to satisfy to bring an action in England for a foreign tort:

“As a general rule, in order to found a suit in England for a wrong alleged to have been committed abroad, two conditions must be fulfilled. First, the wrong must be of such a character that it would have been actionable if committed in England . . . Secondly, the act must not have been justifiable by the law of the place where it was done.”

Hence, in an action on a foreign tort, the applicable law would be determined according to the above formula. The House of Lords in Boys v. Chaplin confirmed the decision in Phillips v. Eyre and further laid an exception to this general rule which has a tint of the most significant connection theory (Reed, 2001:910-912).

In sum, one challenge with the common law approach is its rigidity and possibility to work injustice or inadequate compensation to victims of torts. In a case where damage would have been rewarding to a victim of tort by the law of England but is justifiable by the law of the place where the tort occurred, the common law rule of double-actionability will deprive the victim of tort from benefitting from the court in England as the matter will not actionable. Except where the exception laid in Boys v Chaplain is applied to favour the law of England as the law of the place with the most significant relationship to the tortuous facts.
3.0 Modern Approaches

They are called modern approaches because they mainly evolved to provide solutions to the rigidity of the traditional and jurisdiction-based choice of law rules. They include the proper law of torts, Caver’s principles of preference, Currie’s Interest Analysis, Leflar’s Better Law approach, Beale’s Vested Rights theory and the Comparative Impairment theory. The list in open ended as newer approaches are emerging.\textsuperscript{11}

The proper law theory of tort is described as, ‘the law which has the most significant connection with the chain of facts and circumstances in the particular case in question’ (Mayss, 1999:135). The vested rights theory as explained by Joseph Beale is more of a territorial or jurisdiction based theory. Its crux is that the right a forum court seeks to enforce is not necessarily the forum law or the law of the place where the tort occurred but the right arising from the law of the place where the tort was committed (Reed, 2001: 872). Under his principles of preference theory, Professor Cavers proposed five “principles of preference” for tort conflicts and two principles for contract conflicts. His principles on tort choice of law generally leaned in favour of the preferred place where the tort victim will be most compensated and which will serve as sufficient deterrent to a tortfeasor (Reed, 2001: 895).

Currie’s governmental interest analysis theory is one that analyses the competing interests of states to which the parties to a tortuous relationship belong. It posits that the applicable law with respect to a tortuous transaction should be the law of the state whose interest would be most affected if not applied. In view of this, it postulates the true and false conflict situations as well as the “un-provided case” (Reed, 2001:884).\textsuperscript{12} The comparative impairment theory, advanced by Baxter, is an off-shoot of Currie’s government interest analysis. Its main thrust however is that unlike the forum preference in a true conflict situation as posited by Currie, the courts can reach satisfactory outcomes through the extrapolation of conflicting interests (Reed, 2001: 895). Under the Leflar’s better law theory, Professor Leflar recommended five choice-influencing considerations courts should use when resolving choice of law issues. The fifth consideration focuses on the “better rule of law.” Leflar argues that courts have almost always tacitly considered whether one of the competing laws is “anachronistic, behind the times” such that they could reasonably and candidly acknowledge that they prefer to apply the more “realistic practical modern” law to achieve justice in the individual case (Leflar, et al 1986: 282).

Conclusively on this, it is instructive to note that Currie’s interest analysis theory, as well as most modern approaches highlighted earlier, was pivotal to the American Revolution and the revolutionary trend across Europe on choice of law. It is to these we now turn.
4.0 The American Revolution

4.1 The Revolution and Theoretical Underpinnings

Simply put, the American Revolution is a departure of most American states from the traditional, rigid and jurisdiction based choice of law theories or approaches to the much more flexible and pliant modern approaches or a mixture of both. This, over the years, has by-passed the rigidity in choice of law approach while sometimes wallowing in a greater degree of uncertainty and unpredictability, all in an attempt to arrive at the justice and fair result that each case deserves.

Before the early part of the 20th century, the general tort choice of law rule was that the law of the place where the tort was committed (the lex loci delicti commissi) was applicable throughout the United States. Some other states preferred to adopt the jurisdiction based rule of lex fori, or an approach that incorporates aspects of both perspectives. By the early part of the 20th century, the lex loci delicti choice of law principle was also adopted in the First Restatement in 1934 and all courts in the United States purported to follow it for several generations (Posnak, 1988: 682). The First Restatement provided for each area of substantive law. In tort, the critical determinant was the place of injury. Joseph Beale, the reporter of the Restatement, canvassed the vested rights theory in support of the lex loci delicti choice of law principle, although this attracted much criticisms (Reed, 2001: 880).

The main theoretical undertone that sparked off the Revolution appeared to have come in the 1950s largely as a result of Professor Brainerd Currie’s writings which promoted the government interest analysis theory (Reed, 2001: 885). For Currie, he believes that when choosing between competing laws, courts should account for the legal policies and the relevant factual scenario. This theory, although has its criticisms, paved way for a novel reasoning which the New York court followed in the landmark case of Babcock v. Jackson.

4.2 The landmark case of Babcock v. Jackson and subsequent decisive cases

Government interest analysis obtained judicial recognition and an important foothold in the New York Court of Appeals landmark decision in Babcock v. Jackson (Reed, 2001: 885). The case represented a break from tradition and, as such, is probably the most important choice of law decision an American court has rendered (Reed, 2001:886). Hence it is usually regarded as the focal point of the American Revolution.

The plaintiff was a passenger in the defendant’s car who suffered severe injuries in a car accident in Ontario. Both the plaintiff and the defendant were New York residents, and the...
motor vehicle was registered and garaged there. Under Ontario law (the *lex loci delicti*), a guest statute would have prevented recovery entirely. Conversely, New York law (the *lex fori*) allowed recovery upon a showing of ordinary negligence. After affirming the *lex loci delicti* as the prevailing rule in the United State at that time, the New York court laid a novel exception. The exception was where another state had a more significant interest in either the event or the parties that warranted the application of that state’s laws. Hence, upon this exception the court applied the law of New York being the state of more significant interest as regards the parties.

Since Babcock’s case, several courts had attempted to shift from the rigid *lex loci delicti* rule to a more flexible approach suitable on a case-by-case basis. Another decisive case was *Neumeir v. Kuehner*. In this case, the defendant was a New York resident, the claimant was from Ontario, and the accident occurred in Ontario. Since Babcock, Ontario had modified- but not repealed- its guest-host statute. After laying down some decisional rules for choice of law in such tortuous instances, the court determined that in guest-host cases, the *lex loci delicti* should govern, unless the parties have a common domicile in a state other than the site of the accident. In these exceptional cases, the law of the common domicile would apply. Instructively, this decision does not appear contradictory to the decision in Babcock, especially considering the fact that Ontario (where the accident occurred) had modified their guest-host statute to reasonably allow for compensation on loss. Hence it was fair to rely on the *lex loci delicti*.

The key point in the two decisions is that in contrast to the rigid jurisdiction based rule of *lex loci delicti*, the court could now be flexible with the general rule of *lex loci delicti* to arrive at a fair decision. This flexible approach became the attitude of most courts in America afterwards although it began to result in some uncertainties as was the case in *Schultz v. Boy Scouts of America, Inc.*

### 4.3 Recent Choice of Law Approaches (Post-Revolution)

The post-revolution choice-of-law approaches among American states were more of the Second Restatement of the Conflict of Laws, Leflar’s choice influencing considerations and the comparative impairment approach. Of course, leaflets of the government interest analysis approach still underpinned decisions of court and in other instances, a combination of two or more of these approaches. In two jurisdictions, attempts have been successful at codifying choice of law principles to attain some level of uniformity and ease of application. They are the Louisiana and Oregon’s codifications of 1991 and 2010 respectively.

The Second Restatement basically formulated rules along the proper law of tort i.e. the most significant connection principles and no fewer than twenty-one (21) states are listed as subscribing to it (Symeonides 2000: 144). Five states are known to have adopted Leflar’s “Better law” approach. For Baxter’s comparative impairment approach, the Supreme Court of California has endorsed it.
4.4 The United State Supreme Court and the Revolution

The United States Supreme Court often does not enter into the arena of choice of law reform. However, the present position on tort choice of law to which the apex court adheres was laid down in *Allstate Insurance Co. v. Hague.* The court’s plural opinion was in favour of the interest analysis approach of Currie, although it disregarded some state court endorsements of Currie’s ideological perspective that mostly supported forum preference. The Court determined that a state must have a significant contact or an aggregation of contacts that create a state interest before the presiding court can apply that state’s substantive law in a consistent and equitable way that agrees with constitutional ideals.

4.5 Revolutionary Move under the Alien Tort Claims Act Of 1789

The US has a unique law on torts known as the Alien Tort Claims Act (ATCA), also referred to as the Alien Tort Statute (ATS) of 1789. The Act provides that U.S. district courts “shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action by an alien for a tort only, committed in violation of the law of nations or a treaty of the United States.” Hence, there are three requirements under the Act: (1) the claim must be made by an alien (2) for a tort, and (3) the tort must be in violation of the law of nations or a treaty of the United States.

One issue that has sparked a move synonymous with a revolution under the Act is the issue of “[w]hether and under what circumstances the Alien Tort Statute…, allows courts to recognize a cause of action for violations of the law of nations occurring within the territory of a sovereign other than the United States.” It was a question on the extraterritoriality of torts or simply put, a question bordering on the place of tort taking place outside the US. Prior to the recent decision of the apex court in *Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum,* it was the usual practice that the federal courts could entertain a cause of action that arose outside the United States.

However, in 2013, the US Supreme Court took a radical turn in *Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum.* A group of Nigerian citizens, on behalf of the Ogoni people of Nigeria, asserted claims for damages against Shell Petroleum Development Company of Nigeria, Ltd (SPDC) and its parent entities claiming that these corporations had aided and abetted human rights abuses by the Nigerian government in connection with the government’s suppression of protests against SPDC’s activities in Nigeria. After giving parties the opportunity to debrief it on the question of extraterritoriality of torts, the apex court by a 9-0 decision held that the ATCA did not apply to conduct in foreign countries based on the “presumption against extraterritoriality.”

Much beyond the scope of this paper can be said about the decision of the US Supreme Court but the revolutionary move undertaken by the apex court is remarkable. Although compared to the general tort choice of law revolution explicated earlier, it would appear that this
is a stark contrast in that it moves from the flexible to the rigid. Thus, taken this decision as precedent, tort claims arising outside the United States, which erstwhile succeeded may now scarcely be entertained by the US federal courts under ATCA.\textsuperscript{31}

\subsection*{5.0 Revolution across Europe\textsuperscript{32}}

Before the coming into force of the Rome II Regulation of 2007, the prevailing method in most European countries was to apply a \textit{lex loci delicti} test, or a closely amended variant of that approach (Morse, 1984). In France, Belgium, Denmark, Germany and Canada, courts applied modified forms of the \textit{lex loci delicti} theory (Reed 2001: 920). Australia still maintained the common law double actionability rule\textsuperscript{33} in \textit{Phillips v. Eyre} while England had abolished the rule by enacting the Private International Law (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act of 1995 which limited the common law position to the tort of defamation. Some countries in Europe had further adopted specific provisions to meet the difficulties that certain torts present (Reed 2001: 921).

By entering into force of the EU Regulation no. 864/2007 (The Rome II Regulation) in 2009, autonomous provisions of the law of torts in the member states, except Denmark, ceased to apply. The regulation became the main source of European international private law by entering into force of the Treaty of Amsterdam of 1\textsuperscript{st} May 1999\textsuperscript{34}. When determining the applicable law for tortuous liability, Article 4 of the Regulation stipulated a general rule and exception. The general rule confired the application of \textit{lex loci delicti commissi}, but in order to avoid unnecessary rigidity peculiar to the traditional approaches, two (2) exceptions- indicative of the common domicile exception under \textit{Boys v. Chaplin} and the most significant connection test under the proper law theory- were allowed. Again, the regulation stipulated the application of the law of the country in which direct damage occurred (in cases where the place the tort occurred and the place the damage or injury occurred are different) as a way to balance the interests of both the injurer and the injured.

Conclusively, it is noteworthy that this current position in Europe is reminiscent of the flexibility in choice of law approach engendered by the American Revolution discussed earlier. The place the tort occurred, significant connection test, interests of the parties, common domicile are all indicative and decisive factors present in both the Rome II regulation for Europe and the various choice of law approaches for the American states. However, as seen earlier, the American courts arguably appear to be more radical in their choice of law approach.

\subsection*{6.0 The Nigerian Experience}

This paper is basically about considering the practice of conflict of laws in the Nigerian context, with particular emphasis on tort choice of law, in the light of the American Revolution and the Revolutions across Europe which have been discussed in the foregoing. In this part, we
shall examine some factors militating against the speedy growth of conflict practice in Nigeria. Then, a peep into the Nigerian position on tort choice of law will follow.

6.1 Factors inhibiting the growth of conflict of laws practice in Nigeria

The practice of conflict of laws has not thrived considerably in the Nigerian jurisprudence in comparison to what obtains in the US and across Europe. The resultant effect is that concerned stakeholders such as the academia and the courts are left with scanty precedents on the Nigerian position to rely on. For the most part, reference is usually made to the received English common law system or matters are treated in other areas of law with sheer silence on conflict of law issues arising from the given facts. This is not to say that the Nigerian system is not a comfortable ground for conflict of laws practice (Omoruyi 2005: 157-158). A consideration of three (3) factors which can be attributed to the slow pace of conflict practice in the country will ensue.

6.1.1 The federal structure and the courts

The Nigerian jurisprudence is structured along federalism. The component states have their distinct laws on specific subjects to the extent that the federal constitution permits and for the purpose of conflict of laws, these component states are regarded as countries (Agbede 1989: 5). Ideally, the existence of a federal structure should aid the practice of conflict of laws given that federalism grants a level of autonomy to component states to evolve their laws on specific subject matters. However, these states have restricted autonomy especially with respect to the judiciary which is one vital organ for the thriving of conflict practice. Under Chapter 7 of the 1999 constitution, as amended, no state court has a final or absolute jurisdiction on any matter, as an opportunity to appeal still lies generally to the Court of Appeal and Supreme Court, both of which serve the entire states of the federation. Hence, state courts do not have the ultimate say as it concerns evolving a set of precedents which defines its body of laws on a particular subject-matter. This is in stark contrast to the American system where each state has a Supreme Court to which a final appeal for a matter decided by the state’s lower courts lies. A matter only goes to the Federal Supreme Court in the US when a federal question is to be decided or where a matter started at a district court which spearheads the federal court structure.

This is one reason why the study of conflicts perhaps thrives best under the American system. Take, for instance, the landmark case of Babcock v. Jackson which is widely considered as the focal point of the American Revolution, was decided finally by the New York Court of Appeal which is the highest court in the US state of New York. Subsequently, several decisions emerged by the courts of different states which have given substantial voice to choice of law revolution in tort in the US. Hence, state courts in US can handle both “intra” and “inter” US conflict issues and come up with decisions that embody their peculiar conflict laws with or without legislations. It is hardly conceivable that this will be the case in Nigeria given the restricted autonomy to state courts under the extant federal structure. Agbede has noted a similar
problem under the regional arrangements of Nigeria’s 1st and 2nd Republic. Said he, “For now it seems likely that the Federal Appellate courts… will prevent the development of a diversity of state case-laws.” (Agbede 1989:4) However, this can be remedied by the evolution of state legislations to that effect as exemplified by some states in the US. Also, nothing prevents lawyers from raising conflict of law issues at state or appellate courts when the need arises.

6.1.2 Legislative intervention

For jurisdictions like the UK that also do not have the peculiarities of the US court systems, they make up with a legislation that fully embodies conflict principles garnered over the years with modifications. The Private International Law (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1995 is the main legislation dealing with conflict issues especially as it regards choice of law. In the US, states like Louisiana and Oregon have codified their conflict of laws rules. In some other jurisdictions, specific legislations on other issues have conflict of laws colourations. Same cannot be said of Nigeria and this greatly inhibits the level of awareness of conflict issues especially in the judicial arm which primarily ought to interpret legislations.

6.1.3 Conflict of law mastery by judges and lawyers

The history of conflict of laws is traceable to the contributions of the jurists and post-glossators of the Roman Empire around the 9th to 18th centuries, legal scholars of the 18th to 20th centuries even till date (North 1979: 15-37). The American Revolution discussed earlier had theoretical underpinnings from the contributions of such scholars as Cavers, Currie, Leflar, Baxter to mention a few. All these were skilled in conflict of laws and each made substantial contributions that were pivotal to the Revolution. On the other hand, there were judges who were apt to discuss the intricacies of conflict of laws issues, hence made substantial contributions in this field. In contrast, the Nigerian experience has not sailed that speedily.

To begin with, the subject of conflict of laws is not studied in all tertiary institutions that offer law as a course of study across the country. Even in schools where it is offered, it is but an elective course, hence not all law undergraduates are exposed to the subject. From this premise, it is reasonable to infer that quite a good number of lawyers are not exposed to this complex, yet interesting subject. Except such people are able to remedy the defect by further personal or postgraduate studies, we might expect no more than unsatisfactory judgments, arguments or opinions from lawyers or judges who encounter practical conflict of law issues. A quintessence is found in Amanambu v. Okafor, where the court and counsel were presented with a conflict of laws situation with regards to tort (road accident) choice of law. From the trial court to the Supreme Court, neither counsel on both sides raised the issue of applicable choice of law even though the laws of Northern and Eastern Nigeria could have been said to have competing interests. The matter was simply brought under the Fatal Accident Law of Eastern Nigeria without more. The Supreme Court on the other hand did not raise any such issue even by
way of obiter. It simply held its decision on two main grounds - that an action could not lie under the Fatal Accident Law of Eastern Nigeria in a case were the fatal accident and death occurred in Northern Nigeria and that the plaintiff in any case, failed to plead the laws of Eastern Nigeria on which it relied. It failed to discuss the rules upon which tort liability in private international law is based. In the words of Agbede, “it is doubtful whether the court was aware of the conflict problems involved” (Agbede 1989: 161)

Having highlighted the above problems, it must be noted that the Nigerian courts have made some remarkable inputs in conflict practice as it concerns the Nigerian perspective. As it concerns choice of law approach in tort conflicts, the cases of Ashiru v. Benson and Ubanwa & Ors v. Afocha & University of Nigeria are incisive.

6.2 The Nigerian position on tort choice of law

Nigeria favours of the common law approach as enunciated in Phillip v. Eyre. The first reason in support of this is the provision of section 32 of the Interpretation Act which allows for the reception of English law into our jurisprudence in areas where local legislations do not provide for. The other and more specific reason is the Supreme Court’s decision in Benson v. Ashiru.

Having failed a year earlier to discuss the applicable tort choice of law in Amanambu, the Supreme Court stepped out more emphatically in Benson v. Ashiru when a similar situation presented itself again. The plaintiff brought an action in the Lagos High Court under the Fatal Accident Act in respect of death which resulted from a road accident in the Western Region. Laying down the rule regarding appropriate choice of law in torts, the apex court stated emphatically:

“The rule[s] of the common law of England on questions of private international law apply in the High Court of Lagos. Under these rules, an action in tort will lie in Lagos for a wrong alleged to have been committed in another part of Nigeria if two conditions are fulfilled. First, the wrong must be of such a character that it would have been actionable if it had been committed in Lagos, and secondly, it must not have been justifiable by the law of the part of Nigeria where it was done: Phillip v. Eyre. These conditions are fulfilled in the present case.”

In Ubanwa & Ors v. Afocha and University of Nigeria, the Enugu High Court upheld the Supreme Court’s decision in Ashiru, although it also mentioned other authorities including the Amanambu’s case as having binding authority. While this has been criticized (Agbede 1989: 161), it does appear with little doubt that the present position in Nigeria is the application of the common law rule of double actionability in Phillip v. Eyre as laid down in Benson v. Ashiru (Omoruyi, 2005: 208)
However, as we have earlier seen, the revolutions that swept across the US and Europe have allowed for a paradigm shift from the traditional approaches to more flexible approaches that will meet the need of changing times. Specifically, England where the common law principle laid down in *Phillips v. Eyre* emanated has long left that train via the enactment of the Private International Law (Miscellaneous) Act of 1995. Even recently, the application of the Rome II Regulation holds across Europe, the UK inclusive. More unsatisfactory is how the common law principle might work injustice in modern tort situations. It is for this reason a radical shift for a more flexible approach within the Nigerian system has become necessary to meet up with the standards of contemporary societies.

### 6.3 An Emerging Concern for the Nigerian Jurisprudence

There is a recent concern about the applicability of conflict of law rules in tort as it concerns the Nigerian jurisprudence. It is one of jurisdiction. The states that make up Nigeria have their High Court Rules that stipulate the issue of jurisdiction. In recent times, this has not aided the applicability of choice of law rules in tort conflict in Nigeria as such matters are basically addressed using the relevant provisions on jurisdiction found in the rules of court. The resultant effect is that conflict of law elements rather pass unnoticed and are treated as a matter of jurisdiction without more. In *Zabusky v. Israeli Aircraft Ind.*, the appellants sued the respondent for damages for alleged libelous words published by the respondent concerning the appellants. The defendant/respondent does not resides in/or carries on business in Nigeria while the alleged cause of action occurred outside the jurisdiction of the high court of Lagos State. The matter was instituted in the High Court of Lagos state under sections 10 and 11 of the High Court Law, Cap 60 Laws of Lagos State, 1994. The said provisions deal with the jurisdiction of the court. From the trial court to the court of appeal, no conflict of law issue was raised as regards the appropriateness or otherwise of applying either the *lex fori* which was the law of Lagos state or the *lex loci delicti* which was not the law of Lagos State. The court of appeal simply considered the above sections and the relevant section in the 1999 constitution on jurisdiction of state high courts and held in favour of the jurisdiction of the Lagos High Court.

Similarly in *Okeke v. Petmag*, the appellant’s driver was involved in an accident with the respondent’s car while driving the appellant’s vehicle. The respondent sued the appellant in the high court in Delta state. The accident occurred in Delta state while the appellant/defendant resided in Kaduna State although his address for service was in Delta state. On appeal, the court of appeal held that “the contention of the appellant that he resides in Kaduna while the address for service within jurisdiction is in Delta State and that there was a breakdown in communication cannot hold water.” In this case, no conflict of law question was raised to determine which law will determine the rights of the parties. Rather, what preoccupied the attention of the counsel and court was procedural matters of jurisdiction.
One major reason for this trend is the lack of separation of procedural law from substantive law by the courts when there is a set of facts with conflict of laws elements. Usually, in conflict of law situations, procedural matters are handled by the *lex fori* while substantive rights are handled by the *lex causae*, which in tort matters could be the *lex fori*, *lex domicile* or the *lex loci delicti* as exemplified by the revolutions across America and Europe. However, the Nigerian courts scarcely address distinctions of this ilk owing to some of the reasons which have been outlined above especially the level of awareness on conflict of laws among lawyers and judges. Hence, in the Nigerian context, the distinction between procedural and substantive matters where there is a conflict of laws element is largely non-existent with much emphasis on jurisdiction.

Also, the absence of favourable guest statute or any legislation on tort in different states of the country has contributed to this lapse. In *Babcock* case, New York had a favourable guest statute compared to Ontario. Hence, this influenced the New York Court towards applying New York law (*lex fori*). In *Neumeir’s* case, the court applied Ontario law mainly because as at the time, Ontario had a revised and better guest statute. In other jurisdiction across Europe, there are specific legislations governing tortuous relationship with foreign elements. This is a far cry from what obtains in the Nigerian jurisprudence as there is no guest statute or specific legislation on torts in any state or at the federal level which would have aided the courts and lawyers in considering conflict of law elements where there is commission of torts with foreign elements. Hence, after over forty-seven (47) years when the *Benson v Ashiru’s* case was last decided, nothing appears to have been heard from the courts on conflict of laws issues in torts with foreign elements.

7.0 Conclusion- Way Forward

Having highlighted the need for a radical shift in the Nigerian jurisprudence on tort choice of law, what then is the way forward? A possible solution in this regard cannot be unconnected with proffering a positive pathway through the factors militating against conflict practice in Nigeria. To this end, specific legislative intervention on Private International Law to fit our jurisprudence will suffice. When legislation is on board like it is in England and some other jurisdictions, the interest of the subject will be aroused within tertiary institutions and among legal practitioners as well. If need be, lawyers as well as judges can consult the books to acquaint themselves with conflict of law principles. More importantly, conflict of law issues arising out of contractual and tortuous transactions in our courts will no longer be swept underfoot as was the case in *Amananmbu* nor will they simply be treated simply as a question of jurisdiction as we have it in recent times.

Also, judicial activism in this regard will be most helpful. Our judges must be prepared to venture into analytical reasoning on conflict of law issues to aid reformatory moves like what obtained in the US’s cases of *Babcock v. Jackson* and *Kiobel v. Dutch Petroleum Company*.
among others. As Agbede has noted, it would have settled the air, if the Supreme Court in Ashiru had clarified its position in Amanambu when its attention was called to it (Agbede, 1989: 160-161). Such costly silence will not benefit a system like Nigeria where conflict of law issues is scarcely raised in our courts. Hence, we might have to wait for ages for clarity beyond what now is.
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